Rabbi Yosef Berger, of King David's Tomb on Mount Zion explained that when the Messiah comes, he will be accompanied by "One or Several Stars". The two stars that are set to collide fulfil ancient prophecy that Jesus coming. The two stars that are set to collide belong in the constellation Cygnus. Astronomer Larry Molnar, of Calvin College, set out his prediction during an American Astronomical Society meeting in Texas and explained that the stars, located some 1,800 light years away have already exploded, so they will reach Earth by 2022. Professor Molnar said to RT America: "This is not a birth of a star by normal means. This is starting with two, already existing, stars and as they've evolved over time the two stars have come close to each other…The new star is-we expect in the next five years-when the two merges together forming just one. These explosions are dramatic explosions, with stars getting 10,000-times brighter." Ira Machefsky, an Israeli astronomer said the phenomena is a manifestation of God's Intellect. God works through nature, and astronomy, and astrology are prominent in Jewish Science. A God's Intellect includes also the God's Code. 
The Glory of the Lord 34 Then the cloud covered the Tent of Meeting, the glory of the Lord filled the tabernacle. 35 Moses could not enter the Tent of Meeting because the cloud had settled upon it, and the glory of the Lord filled the tabernacle. 36 In all the travels of the Israelites, whenever the cloud lifted from above tabernacle, they would set out, 37 but if the cloud did not lift, they did not set out-until the day it lifted. 38 So the cloud of the Lord was over the tabernacle by day, and fire was in the cloud by night, in the sight of all the house of Israel during all their travels. [1] .
Moses and the Burning Bush
Now Moses was tending the flock of Jethro his father-in-law, the priest of Midian, and he led the flock to far side of the desert and came to Horeb, the Mountain of God. There the angel of the Lord appeared to him in flames of fire from within a bush. Moses saw that though the bush was on fire it did not burned up. So, Moses thought, "I will go over and see this strange sight -why the bush does not burn up. "Do not come any closer," God said. Then he said, "I am the God of your father, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac and the God of Jacob." At this, Moses hit his face, because he was afraid to look at God [2] .
Crossing the Sea
Then the angel of God, who had been travelling in front of Israel's army, withdrew and went behind them. The pillar of cloud also moved from in front and stood behind them, coming between the armies of Egypt and Israel. Throughout the night the cloud brought darkness the one side and light to the other; so, neither went near the other all-night long. Then Moses stretched out his hand over the sea, and all that night the Lord drove the sea back with a strong east wind and turned into dry land. The waters were divided, and the Israelites went through the sea on dry ground, with a wall of water on their right and on the left [3] .
The Radiant Face of Moses
When Moses came down from Mount Sinai with the two tablets of the Testimony in his hands, he was not aware that his face was radiant because he had spoken with the Lord. When Aaron and all the Israelites saw Moses, his face was radiant, and they were afraid to come near him. When Moses finished speaking to them, he put a veil over his face. But whenever he entered the Lord's presence to speak with him, he removed the veil until he came out. And when he came out and told the Israelites what he had been commanded, they saw that his face was radiant. Then Moses would put veil back over his face until he went to speak with the Lord [4].
The Transfiguration
About eight days after Jesus said this… As he was praying, the appearance of his face changed, and his clothes became bright as a flash of lightning… While he was speaking, a cloud appeared and enveloped them, and they were afraid as they the cloud. A voice came from the cloud, saying, "This is my Son, whom I have chosen; listen to him." [5] .
The Great Commission
Then Jesus came to them and said, "All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me… in the name of the Father, and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. And surely, I am with you always, to the very end of the age." [6] .
An Explainable Way
Jesus Christ had been sent to the Yesseian sect (followers of the Moses), they were living an ascetic life on the coast of the Dead Sea. There he learned spirit of the secret studies of the East (Persia, India, the Himalaya Mountains, Tibet). Jesus was a man with strong extra-sensory perception and have knew also Yoga.
Greek Hormissius-he was a biographist of the 11 rulers, including Pontius Pilatus. Hormissius has named 13 direct witnesses of the Jesus's Ressurection: "unexpectedly arised a big radiance. From the moving cloud has came out a Man. The cloud moved over a grave and there above the ground had been detected a Man like from a tissue of light beams. Then it strongly thundered from the Earth."
Physician of Pontius Pilatus, Eishu from Syria: "He (Jesus) really had been resurrected and we all 13 witnesses had saw this by our own eyes". The experts John A. Kill and Jacques Valcet commented the Holy Resurrection as a classical case of the UFO.
As you can know, also Pater Pio has proved the authenticity of the Torino's canvas: in the beginning it was positive, but on the canvas, it was negative. These facts are clearly excluding possibility that it was made by human hands.
Above plastic negative can be explained by A. Martynov, like that Christ's body was from the UFO transformed by phase to the State of Plasma. Also F. Engels pointed out, that The Holy Resurrection of Jesus Christ is the biggest miracle, wonder of the Human History [7] .
States of Matter: Plasma
Plasma is a state of matter that is often thought of as a subset of gases, but the two states behave very differently. Like gases, plasmas have no fixed shape or volume, and are less dense thansolids orliquids. But unlike ordinarygases, plasmas are made up of atoms in which some or all of the electrons have been stripped away and positively charged nuclei, called ions, roam freely. Plasma is a charged gas, with strong Coulomb [or electrostatic] interactions. Atoms or molecules can acquire a positive or negative electrical charge when they gain or lose electrons. For the light particles it is about 104eV of kinetic energy at the temperature of 108K. This type of group of particles is called plasma. Above process is called ionization. Plasma makes up the sun and stars, and it is the most common state of matter in the universe as a whole. Blood plasma, by the way, is something completely different. It is the liquid portion of blood. It is 92 percent water and constitutes 55 percent of blood volume.
Plasmas, being made of charged particles, may have a net charge of zero over their whole volume but not at the level of individual particles. That means the electrostatic forces between the particles in the plasma become significant, as well as the effect of magnetic fields. Being made of charged particles, plasmas can do things gases cannot, like conduct electricity. And since moving charges make magnetic fields, plasmas also can have them.
Most plasmas aren't dense enough for particles to collide with one another very often, so the magnetic and electrostatic interactions become more important. Speaking of electrostatic interactions, because particles in a plasma-the electrons and ions-can interact via electricity and magnetism, they can do so at far greater distances than an ordinary gas.
Another characteristic of plasmas is that they can be held in place by magnetic fields. Most fusion power research is focused on doing just that. To create the conditions for fusion, one needs very hot plasma -at millions of degrees. Since no material can contain it, scientists have turned to magnetic fields to do the job. One place you can see plasmas in action is in a fluorescent light bulb or neon sign. In those cases a gas (neon for signs) is subjected to a high voltage, and the electrons are either separated from the atoms of the gas or pushed into higher energy levels. The gas inside the bulb becomes a conductive plasma. The excited electrons that drop back into their previous energy levels emit photons-the light we see in a neon sign or fluorescent lamp [8] .
The God's Code
Metastases of coincidences caused by Quantum Entanglement Entropy can lead to problems and conflicts also in International Relations. Two "Fathers" of the first H-Bombs in the World, Edward Teller and Andrej Sacharov at their Summit in Russia, held in 1990 had agreed that "socialism and capitalism are developing under the same Law of the structure complication" (i.e. Entaglement-R. S). Coincidences of Coding by Quantum Entanglement Entropy may be very counter-productive at a different field of hu-man activities, such a Life Science. For example, in Oncology, Psychiatry, etc. Metastases can be caused by the basic transformations of codes. A code may then be obtained from by the lateral transformation of dropping one of the generators, and vice versa, by adding a generator. These four operations provide the basic transformations of codes (and so Adinkra topologies) from one into another. Additional, more complex operations are also possible. A code of Quantum Entanglement Entropy represents a huge potential for cosmic control [9] .
David Chalmers, a philosopher at New York University regularly questions the reality that conscious minds perceive. The problem is that any evidence we could ever get would be also simulated…James Gates Jr. pointed out that such a simulation would mean reincarnation was possible-the simulation could always be run again bringing everybody back to life! It starts to break down a very funny barrier between what people often think is the conflict between science and faith.
Philosopher Daniel Denett coined the term "The Cartesian Theater", what is a metaphor for the view of dualism, originated by Descartes (inventor of the Cartesian coordinate system). The idea of the Cartesian Theater is that somewhere in the brain, there is a perceptual space that contains the contents of consciousness. Implied by the supposition of this space is that there must also be a viewer (or viewing process) that is the experience of this content. So, we think that coded by "God's Code" means a selection, much more complex than Darwinian one, through the coding by Quantum Entanglement Entropy, lead to consciousness explained without over-simulation of the Cartesian Theater [9] .
